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Some Context: Clinical Caregivers Have
Performed Effectively, even Heroically, since
9/11






Iraq: Doctors, Nurses, & Medics often come
under fire: mortars, IEDs, & small arms.
Provision of lifesaving care to U.S. soldiers, with
historically unprecedented ratio of wounded to
KIA (a measure of effectiveness).
Provision of care to civilians and enemy
combatants, often under difficult conditions.
Some willingness to challenge questionable
orders. Example: Navy doctors’ refusal to forcefeed hunger strikers (not reported in press).

Interrogation & Clinical Role
Conflict






What did clinicians assigned to aid
interrogators do?
How did these clinicians’ roles support
post-9/11 interrogation strategies – and
what were these strategies?
Ethical & Legal Issues Posed by Medical
Roles in Interrogation & Related Practices

Roles of Medical Judgment and Psychological
Theory in the Design of Interrogation &
Counter-resistance Strategies






Only a small proportion of military clinicians
were assigned to work with interrogators; some
questioned the appropriateness of this role.
Pre-9/11 Military Intelligence Doctrine: No role
for physicians or psychologists in interrogation.
Not part of MI interrogation training (Ft.
Huachuca).
Not something psychiatrists or clinical
psychologists are trained to do (though both act
as consultants to law enforcement agencies).

A New Interrogation Doctrine
End of 2002: Maj. Gen Geoffrey Miller takes
command – A new vision for Guantanamo:
 “Fusion” of all prison functions to support the
“interrogation mission”
 “Behavioral Science Consultation Teams”
(“Biscuits”), staffed by psychiatrists &/or
psychologists, to “develop ... integrated
interrogation strategies and assess ...
interrogation intelligence production”
 Individualized interrogation plans for high-priority
detainees

From Guantanamo to Abu Ghraib







End of 2002 & early 2003: Gen. Miller & his
team develop & implement this approach at
Guantanamo
Late summer/early fall 2003: With the
insurgency in Iraq worsening & Saddam
Hussein still at large, Gen. Miller and his team
visit Abu Ghraib to assess MI operations.
Miller issues a scathing rebuke
With support from senior Pentagon officials,
operations at Abu Ghraib are quickly
refashioned along Guantanamo lines

What we know…


…

The “Behavioral Science
Consultation Team” (“Biscuit”)





At Guantanamo: Staffed by a psychologist, a
psychiatrist, & an aide (Lopez-Martinez Report:
psychologists only since mid-2003). At Abu
Ghraib: Similar staffing except that psychiatrists
continue to serve.
“Biscuits” had access to medical information
gathered by clinical caregivers.
Going Beyond “Rapport-Building” Methods:
“SERE” School stressors as counter-resistance
techniques.

Use of “SERE” School Stressors








Goal of “SERE” School: Train American soldiers at highest risk of
capture (pilots, special forces) to resist abusive treatment, rising to
the level of torture.
Origins of “SERE” Training: Reverse-Engineering of Communist
Interrogation Methods. “Brainwashing” of Americans by their North
Korean & North Vietnamese captors.
Psychological Model, Drawn from Study of (1) Red Army
Interrogation Methods, & (2) Animals Exposed to Experimental
Stressors: Prolonged, uncontrollable stress induces intense
anxiety, making it easier to reshape behavior through systems of
reward and punishment.
Reward system at Guantanamo: Multiple detainee status levels with
different privileges and amenities (specified in detail, down to no. of
sheets of toilet tissue per day). “Biscuits” consult on camp
organization

“SERE” Techniques at Guantanamo:
Coincidence or Policy?








“SERE” Stressors at Guantanamo: Prolonged isolation, sleep
deprivation, exposure to heat and cold, nudity, “stress
positions.”
June 2004 Briefing by Gen. James T. Hill (chief of
SouthCom): In 2002, a team from Guantanamo visited SERE
school in Ft. Bragg & worked with behavioral scientists to
develop interrogation techniques for “high-value” detainees.
These techniques were submitted to Sec. Rumsfeld for
approval.
During internal discussions that led to Sec. Rumsfeld’s
approval of these methods, their use in SERE training was
cited to support their acceptability, according to a senior
Pentagon source.
FBI ECs we’ve obtained make reference to DoD’s policy of
using “SERE” techniques at Guantanamo

Other Windows onto the Biscuit’s Role in
Interrogation ...
Testimony by Col. Thomas Pappas (chief of MI at Abu
Ghraib) for the Taguba Inquiry:






MI teams prepared individual “interrogation plans” for detainees,
including a “sleep plan” and “medical standards”
“A physician and psychiatrist … are on hand to monitor what we
are doing.”
“The doctor and the psychiatrist … look at the files to see what
the interrogation plan recommends; they have the final say as to
what is implemented.”
Psychiatrist also went with interrogators to prison



Reviewed all those under a “management plan”
Provided “feedback as to whether they were being medically and
physically taken care of”

Other Windows onto the Biscuit’s Role in
Interrogation ...
From Martinez-Lopez Report & Internal DoD Documents:








Biscuits gave advice re Detention Facility organization &
procedures.
Helped to craft interrogation plans.
Gave opinions to interrogators re detainees’ character &
personalities.
Gained access to detainees’ personal health information and
interpreted it for interrogators.
Attended interrogations (in person, at first; latter from behind
one-way mirrors) & gave feedback to interrogators re technique.
[At Guantanamo, a psychologist attended interrogation of socalled “20th hijacker,” according to interrogation logs]
Biscuit psychiatrists & psychologists in attendance at
interrogations had authority to stop an interrogation at any time.

Interrogation & Counter-resistance Strategies:
Medical Gatekeeping and Oversight






Aug. 2002 Justice Dept. memo (from Ass’t Attorney
General Jay Bybee) sought by White House Counsel
Alberto Gonzales: Counter-resistance measures aren’t
torture unless they bring about pain equivalent in
intensity to “death, organ failure ... serious impairment of
bodily functions,” or prolonged & severe mental illness
(lasting months or years).
Even if these lines are crossed: Not torture if
interrogators act “in good faith” by “surveying
professional literature” or “consulting with experts”
This raises the question of medical gatekeeping.

Interrogation & Counter-resistance Strategies:
Medical Gatekeeping and Oversight (cont.)





Martinez-Lopez report & Col. Pappas’s
testimony (Taguba report): Biscuit psychologists
& psychiatrists had authority to stop
interrogations.
Martinez-Lopez report: Other medical personnel
were frequently asked to attend interrogations.
Debate about the gatekeeping role: Does it help
to keep interrogation humane & lawful, or does it
invite interrogators to become more aggressive,
even abusive, out of the belief that doctors will
do the necessary limit-setting?

What do the Laws of War have to say?
Aggressive interrogation tactics designed to overcome detainee
resistance through stress, fear or anxiety are likely to violate
international law


Geneva Convention III protects POWs and imposes obligations in
addition to the prohibition on torture:
 Humane treatment
 No coercion
 Protection against violence and intimidation
 No threats, insults, unpleasant or disadvantageous treatment
if POW refuses to answer questions



Geneva Convention IV similarly protects civilian detainees and
expressly prohibits brutality by civilian as well as military agents

The Laws of War


Even unlawful combatants are entitled to basic protections from
cruel, humiliating or degrading treatment, and from outrages on
personal dignity. (Common Article 3, GCs; Art 75 AP I)



If interrogation stressors rise to the level of inhuman treatment or
“willfully causing great suffering”, grave breaches of the Geneva
Conventions – constituting war crimes – will have been committed



Medical personnel who assist with the planning or execution of such
interrogation can thus be culpable of war crimes

A Separate Body of Law: International Human
Rights


Even when the Geneva Conventions do not apply, international
human rights law sets limits on aggressive interrogation tactics


International Covenant on Civil & Political Rights (1966)





prohibits cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment (as well as torture)
requires humane treatment of detainees and respect for their dignity

Convention against Torture (1984):


in addition to the absolute prohibition of torture, it imposes an obligation on
states to review interrogation rules and practices to ensure cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment does not occur

International Human Rights Law


The UN General Assembly has also issued statements of principle
that appear to proscribe stress techniques used at Guantanamo:


These statements prohibit the deprivation—even temporarily—of
the use of any of a detainee’s natural senses (such as sight or
hearing) or his awareness of place and the passing of time.



They also provide: “No detained person while being interrogated
shall be subject to violence, threats or methods of interrogation
which impair his capacity of decision or his judgment.”

(Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under any form
of Detention or Imprisonment, UNGAOR 43/173 of 9 Dec. 1988)

International Human Rights Law


Note: US reservations to international human rights treaties link the
definition of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment (CID) to conduct
prohibited by 5th, 8th and 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution



A.G. Gonzales took the view (expressed in his confirmation hearings) that
the prohibition on CID does not apply to aliens detained outside US (e.g.
Bagram & Guantanamo) —a view that sought to create a legal “black hole”



McCain Amendment: States that the prohibition applies irrespective of the
nationality or geographic location of the detainee (and limits DoD
interrogation tactics to those permitted by the Army Field Manual)



This difference of opinion has implications for the ethical constraints on
medical participation in the design and implementation of aggressive
interrogation plans. Some of these constraints are contingent on the
application of international law.

International Ethical Norms
WMA Declaration of Tokyo (1975): Addresses complicity in torture:
“The doctor shall not countenance, condone or participate in the practice of
torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading procedures, whatever
the offence of which the victim of such procedure is suspected, accused or
guilty…
“The doctor shall not provide any premises, instruments, substances or
knowledge to facilitate the practice of torture or other forms of cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or to diminish the ability of the victim to
resist such treatment.
“The doctor shall not be present during any procedure during which torture
or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment are used or
threatened.”

International Ethical Norms
WMA Regulations in Time of Armed Conflict
(1983): Much Broader:
2. ... [I]t is deemed unethical for physicians to:
A. Give advice or perform ... Diagnostic or
therapeutic procedures ... not justifiable in the
patient’s interest.
B. Weaken the physical or mental strength of a
human being without therapeutic justification.
C. Employ scientific knowledge to imperil health ...

International Ethical Norms
U.N. Principles of Medical Ethics, Gen. Assembly Res.
37/194 (1982): Deference to International Law
Prohibitions based on rules of international law
Principle 2:


It is a gross contravention of medical ethics, as well as an
offence under applicable international instruments, for health
personnel, particularly physicians, to engage, actively or
passively, in acts which constitute participation in, complicity in,
incitement to or attempts to commit torture or other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

International Ethics Norms
Principle 4: Holds that it is a contravention of medical ethics for
health personnel, particularly physicians:
(a) To apply their knowledge and skills in order to assist in the
interrogation of prisoners and detainees in a manner that may adversely
affect the physical or mental health or condition of such prisoners or
detainees and which is not in accordance with the relevant international
instruments;
(b) To certify, or to participate in the certification of, the fitness of
prisoners or detainees for any form of treatment or punishment that may
adversely affect their physical or mental health and which is not in
accordance with the relevant international instruments, or to participate
in any way in the infliction of any such treatment or punishment which is
not in accordance with the relevant international instruments.

International Ethical Norms and Guidance
UN Principles of Medical Ethics (cont.) – Principle 3:
It is a contravention of medical ethics for health personnel, particularly
physicians, to be involved in any professional relationship with prisoners
or detainees the purpose of which is not solely to evaluate, protect or
improve their physical and mental health.


Seems more sweeping in its reach than Principles 2 & 4



BUT Principle 3 allows for “professional relationships” for the purpose of
evaluation



Does, or should, this permit a psychiatrist or other health professional to put
his/her skills to use on behalf of the interrogation mission, subject only to
international law’s constraints?

Three Ethical “Stories” about Medical
Role Conflict






Hippocratic ideal of undivided loyalty – “Into
each house I enter, I shall enter only for the
good of my patients ...” Implication: Just say no
– stay out of the business of interrogation
Medical ethics don’t apply – The physician
“attached” to MI to assist in interrogation isn’t
acting as a physician & isn’t bound by medical
ethics norms Implication: Not unethical to
employ clinical skills to support interrogation
The bioethics “mantra” – autonomy,
beneficence, nonmaleficence, justice

Hippocratic Ideal: Undivided
Loyalty





Appealing moral clarity
At odds with the reality that medicine serves
public purposes in pervasive fashion, often at
the expense of individuals. Examples: forensic
psychiatry; eligibility for employment, insurance,
& other benefits; public health (e.g. vaccination
to achieve herd immunity); cost-conscious
therapeutic decisions.
Underscores need to draw lines between
acceptable and unacceptable social purposes

Medical ethics don’t apply – the physician
isn’t acting as a physician







Position of the Pentagon’s civilian leadership
Also urged by some forensic psychiatrists &
occupational health physicians [Analogues: Clinical
evaluation bearing on competence for execution;
medication that makes inmates competent for
execution?]
At odds with the reality that it’s medical knowledge and
skill that is being applied – the doctor is being called
upon because he/she is a physician
Bootstraps on the cultural authority & humanitarian ethos
of medicine – the physician in the interrogation room is
perceived as a counterweight to impulses toward brutal
treatment because of medicine’s humanitarian ethos

The Bioethics “Mantra” -- Autonomy,
Beneficence, Non-maleficence, Justice






“Autonomy” is of little help: (1) Military detention isn’t a
situation that most view as consistent with exercise of
autonomy; (2) Interrogation is not something most
detainees would “choose”
Obligations of “beneficence” and “non-maleficence” to
individual patients or clinical subjects don’t address
dilemmas created by claims of social benefit
“Justice” – no guidance – begs the larger question of
whether the interrogation & counter-resistance practices
at issue are socially desirable

“Take-Home” Challenge: Toward
an Ethics of Clinical Role Conflict





Loyalty as Core Precept: Primacy of medicine’s
therapeutic & caring role
Acknowledge legitimacy of medicine’s social
purposes
Mediate between medicine’s caring and public
purposes; strong bias toward the former
At a Minimum: Proscribe use of medical skill and
judgment to support activities barred by
international law.

“Take-Home” Precepts: Implications
of International Norms


Some international legal barriers are crossed even by practices that do not pose
threats to the physical or mental health of detainees. Geneva Conventions are
illustrative.



Medical personnel who design, monitor or participate in interrogations violate
international law when interrogation practices breach the Geneva Conventions (keep
in mind that the GCs prohibit coercive, threatening, insulting, & disadvantageous
treatment of detainees, not only torture and cruel or inhuman treatment).



Medical personnel may be culpable for war crimes if interrogation or counterresistance activities qualify as torture or inhuman treatment or if those activities
willfully cause great suffering.



Under the generally accepted interpretation—which rejects the Bush Administration’s
position that the prohibition on CID doesn’t apply to Bagram & Guantanamo—such
medical personnel are also in contravention of their professional duties as articulated
in the UN Principles of Medical Ethics.

